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MODALS: Understanding Modals of Obligation

I. Introduction to Modals of Obligation:

Modals are a crucial aspect of English grammar, providing nuances to the meaning of a

sentence. Modals of obligation are a subset of modal verbs that express various degrees of

necessity, duty, and requirement. In this lesson, we will explore modals of obligation, their

definitions, usages, examples, differences, and exercises to help you grasp their usage more

effectively.

II. Definitions: Modals of Obligation

Modals of obligation are verbs that express the necessity or requirement to perform an action.

Common modals of obligation include:

1. Must: It indicates a strong obligation or necessity. It often relates to rules, laws, or personal

responsibility.

2. Have to: It also expresses obligation but may be influenced by external factors or

circumstances.

3. Should: It suggests a milder obligation or advisability, indicating that an action is the right

thing to do.

4. Ought to: Similar to "should," it conveys a moral or practical obligation but is slightly

stronger.

III. Usages and Examples:

1. Must:

- Usage: Expresses strong obligation.

- Example: "You must complete your homework before watching TV."

2. Have to:



- Usage: Expresses external or situational obligation.

- Example: "I have to attend a meeting at 3 PM."

3. Should:

- Usage: Suggests advisability or mild obligation.

- Example: "You should eat more fruits and vegetables for a balanced diet."

4. Ought to:

- Usage: Indicates moral or practical obligation.

- Example: "She ought to apologize for her behavior."

IV. Differences Between Modals of Obligation:

- Must and Have to: Both indicate strong obligation, but "must" often relates to internal or

personal obligations, while "have to" can be influenced by external factors.

- Should and Ought to: Both suggest a sense of advisability or moral obligation. "Ought to" is

slightly stronger and more formal than "should."

V. Exercises:

A. Choose the appropriate modal of obligation for each sentence from the list: must, have to,

should, ought to.

1. You _______________ apologize for your mistake.

2. He _______________ complete the assignment on time.

3. We _______________ drink enough water every day.

4. They _______________ wear a helmet while riding a bike.

B. Rewrite the following sentences using a different modal of obligation:

1. "You must study for the exam."

2. "I have to go to the dentist."

3. "She should be more punctual."

4. "You ought to save money for the future."



C. Create your own sentences using modals of obligation to express different levels of

necessity or requirement.

VI. Conclusion:

Modals of obligation are vital in English grammar as they help convey the degree of

necessity, responsibility, or advisability in various situations. Understanding their differences

and practicing their usage will enhance your ability to communicate effectively and

appropriately in different contexts. Continue practicing to become proficient in using these

modals in your everyday conversations and writing.


